In this paper, we summarize the basic schemes of attribute based encryption and analyze the differences and relationships of their structures. Further, we point how to add new functions to these basic ABE schemes, such that new functions can be combined into basic algorithms. Then we introduce and analyze some existing ABE schemes with functions of hidden policy, multi-authority, and traitor tracing. We analyze the characteristic of these schemes and show their embedded methods in detail.
Introduction
With the development of computer networks and modern communication technology, dissemination of information becomes faster and more convenient. People are easy to communicate with others in transnational manner. Accordingly, a new challenge on how to protect the security of information communication and storage should be overcome.
The core technology to protect information security is encryption. An encryption scheme usually consists of two algorithms: encrypt and decrypt. The encrypt algorithm transform a plaintext into a ciphertext with a key, and the decrypt retransform the ciphertext back to the plaintext. The condition to run the decrypt algorithm owns a league decrypt key. In traditional encryption schemes, the key used in encrypt algorithm is the same as in decrypt algorithm. When we use these algorithms, the encryptor and decryptor should share the same key, and this key cannot be gained by others. Thus, the encryptor needs to send the key to the decryptor. To protect the security of the key, a secure channel between them is necessary. The costs to achieve this condition are very large in reality and sometime nearly hard to reach.
To overcome the shortages in this model, Diffie and Hellman [1] proposed the public key cryptography (PKC). In PKC, encrypt algorithm uses different key with decrypt algorithm. The key used in encrypt algorithm can be open, and a one-way trapdoor function associates the key used in decrypt algorithm to it, such that anyone cannot compute the decrypt key according to the encrypt key. Only the owner of the decrypt key can decrypt the ciphertext encrypted by the encrypt key. As a result, the encryptor does not need to send encrypt key in secure manner. Later, the first practical public key scheme, RSA [2] , was proposed by Rivest, Shamir and Adleman, and many public key schemes based on different computational problem were proposed, subject to Rabin scheme [3] , ElGamal scheme [4] , and Elliptic curve (ECC) scheme [5] .
In this paper, we summarize the basic schemes of attribute based encryption and analyze the differences and relationships of their structures. Further, we point how to add new functions to these basic ABE schemes, such that new functions can be combined into basic algorithms. Then we introduce and analyze some existing ABE schemes with functions of hidden policy, multi-authority, and traitor tracing. We analyze the characteristic of these schemes and show their embedded methods in detail.
Analysis on Basic ABEs
In this section, we list the model of initial ABE, KP-ABE, and CP-ABE. Then we analyze their relationships and differences. Finally, we summarize the matters to notice when we design similar schemes with other function.
Model of ABE
ABE has two main forms: CP-ABE and KP-ABE. Their differences are the positions of the policy and attributes set. 1) KP-ABE. A key-policy attribute based encryption scheme includes following four algorithms:
 Setup ( )→(PK, MK). The setup algorithm takes as input a security parameter . It outputs the public parameters PK and the master secret key MK.  Encrypt (PK, M, S)→CT. The encryption algorithm takes as input the public parameters PK, a message M and a set of attributes S. It outputs a ciphertext CT associated with the attributes set.  KeyGen (MK, )→SK. The key generation algorithm takes as input the master secret key MK and a policy . It outputs a private key SK associated with the policy.  Decrypt (SK, CT)→M. The decryption algorithm takes as input a private key SK associated with policy and a ciphertext CT associated with attribute set S. It outputs a message M if S satisfies or an error message ⊥ otherwise. The correctness property of KP-ABE requires that for all sufficiently large , all (PK, MK) ∈ Setup ( ), all SK ∈ KeyGen (MK, ), and all CT ∈ Encrypt (PK, M, S), if S satisfies , then Decrypt (SK, CT) outputs M. 2) CP-ABE. A ciphertext-policy attribute based encryption scheme also includes following four algorithms:  Setup ( )→(PK, MK). The setup algorithm takes as input a security parameter . It outputs the public parameters PK and the master secret key MK.  Encrypt (PK, M, )→CT. The encryption algorithm takes as input the public parameters PK, a message M and a policy over the universe of attributes. It outputs a ciphertext CT associated with the policy.  KeyGen (MK, S)→SK. The key generation algorithm takes as input the master secret key MK and a set of attributes S. It outputs a private key SK associated the attributes set.  Decrypt (SK, CT)→M. The decryption algorithm takes as input a private key SK associated with attributes set S and a ciphertext CT associated with policy . It outputs a message M if S satisfies or an error message ⊥ otherwise. The correctness property of CP-ABE requires that for all sufficiently large , all (PK,MK) ∈ Setup ( ), all SK ∈ KeyGen (MK, S), and all CT ∈ Encrypt (PK, M, ), if S satisfies , then Decrypt (SK, CT) outputs M. 2) CP-ABE. The concepts and notations are the same as the basic ABE. CP-ABE is described as follows:
Basic ABE Schemes
 Setup. Select random numbers , ∈ , and compute public parameters PK = ( , ℎ = , ℎ = 1/ , ( , ) ), and master secret key MK = ( , ).
 Encrypt. Organize the policy as a tree. To encrypt a plaintext ∈ 2 . For each non-leaf node x in the policy tree, select a dimension polynomial , the value of is the threshold value of that node minus one. Suppose the threshold value of a node x is , we know that = − 1. For the root node r, select a random number ∈ , such that = (0) . For other non-leaf nodes, compute (0) = (index( )). parent represents the parent node of node x, index associates the order of the children node. Finally, compute the ciphertext
 KeyGen. For an attributes set S, and, select a random number ∈ , for each attribute ∈ , select a random number ∈ , and compute the decrypt key as:  Decrypt. For all leaf nodes, decryptor computes
For the non-leaf nodes, based on the return value of its children, decryptor computes the values from down to top:
= index( ), ′ = {index( ): ∈ }. Finally, compute ( , ) with Lagrange' interpolation formula, and get the plaintext = /( ( 0 , 0 )/ ( , ) ).
Analysis of the Basic ABEs
We can see that the setup algorithm and encryption algorithm of the initial ABE and KP-ABE are nearly the same. Their differences are mainly in the key generation algorithm and decryption algorithm. KP-ABE introduces a new tree structure. The leaf nodes are given same decrypt key as in initial ABE, and then the non-leaf nodes further abstract the policy associated key components from the key components of these leaf nodes in hierarchical manner. The decryption algorithm can be regarded as the reverse process of the key generation. Thus, KP-ABE actually recursive generates decrypt associated to a user-drawn policy.
CP-ABE follow the tree based structure of KP-ABE. The difference is the recursive tree is embedded into the encryption algorithm. Viewing from the decryption algorithms, CP-ABE also has different points with KP-ABE. It needs two components in both decrypt key and ciphertext. KP-ABE only needs one component. The reason is that the secret value = (0) is selected by authority as part of master secret key in KP-ABE, and y is constant for different users. However, = (0) is selected by the encryptor in CP-ABE, and it changes each time the encryption is executed. Thus, to design CP-ABE, author introduce two constants 0 and 0 . The other parts are the same as in KP-ABE.
When we add new functions of ABE, we have two notices to consider: 1) Whether the tree based structure is the best way to achieve KP-ABE or CP-ABE, can we further develop new functions based on this structure. 2) We may use more than two components to achieve new functions.
ABE with Advanced Functions
ABE is a powerful cryptographic tool and suitable for network access control in cloud environment. Thus, it has become the current research focus in cryptography. Many scholars add advance functions on ABE to fit a variety of practical applications.
We summarize these advanced functions on ABE and analyze how these functions are integrated with the basic ABEs. In this paper, we mainly focus on adding functions of hiding encryption policy, multi-authority, and traitor tracing to ABE.
ABE with Hidden Encryption Policy
Encryption policy is to describe which recipients can decrypt received ciphertext with own decrypt key, and which recipients cannot decrypt. Hiding this policy means that each recipient does not know whether other recipients can decrypt the ciphertext he received. It can be considered as a recipient-anonymous 
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. Finally, the decrypt key of that user is generated as follows Finally, ciphertext is generated as follows. 
Comparing with its basic scheme, this scheme extends a vector in the key generation algorithm and encryption algorithm of the basic scheme to two matrices. The sum of the values in some line of one matrix equals to an element of the vector in basic scheme. The elements in another matrix are random. The encryption policy is the standard to choose element in which matrix. Thus, if the attribute list satisfies the hidden policy, the recipient can decrypt the ciphertext.
Multi-authority ABE
In commercial applications, many organizations may set up their own cloud system, and uses ABE to control users' access privileges. To connect these isolated systems, how to communicate between users of different authorities becomes a problem must be solved. We introduce and analyze a multi-authority scheme [18] to show how this function achieved on basic ABE.
Suppose 1 is a bilinear group with prime order p, g is a generator of 1 . : 1 × 1 → 2 is the bilinear pairing on 1 . Each user owns a globe unique identifier GID besides their attributes. A multi-authority ABE scheme is described as follows:
 Setup. Suppose k authorities in the system. Select a random numbers ∈ for each user, and then ( ', ' ,{ } ) In multi-authority scheme, the secret y in setup is separated into k shares, and each share is allocated to one authority. Then each authority generate its public parameters, distributes decrypt key for its users with its secret share. The encryption algorithm and decryption algorithm are similar with basic ABE, but following two points should be noticed:
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In practical applications, since each has been selected, all authorities, which want to connect with others, need to share its secret with others.
An obvious difference between multi-authority scheme and basic scheme is the global unique identifier GID. It means that two user must have different identifier although they may have same name or other similar features. This requirement is easy to achieve. For example, two users are both called Tom. One is belongs to PKU, and another is come from THU. We can name the first one PKU|Tom, and identifies the second one THU|Tom. Then their identifier is different.
ABE with Traitor Tracing
In some special application scenarios, a decrypt key is only granted to one user, e.g. pay-tv. However, basic ABE does not consider the situation that user give his key to others. The traitor tracing is to find these users of giving own decrypt key to others.
Hinek et al. [19] introduce this concept and analyze how to prevent illegal key clone. Wang et al. [20] further research this problem based on common security code. We introduce [20] and analyze how it works on basic ABE. This scheme first introduces a serial symbols relative to common security code and use asymmetric group to replace metric group. The other parts in setup algorithm are similar to the basic ABE. The key generation algorithm is a bit different. Common security code is embedded into user decrypt key, and a paired random number ′ is selected and given to user in exponential form. Function () is used in 3 and does not participate in decryption algorithm. The other parts are similar to the basic ABE. In tracing algorithm, authority can verify whether the decrypt key comes from its owner using 3 . We can see from the traitor tracing ABE that new function of tracing can be combined into ABE in a natural manner.
Conclusion and Future Works
In this paper, we summarize the basic schemes of attribute based encryption and analyze the differences and relationships of their structures. Further, we point how to add new functions to these basic ABE schemes, such that new functions can be combined into basic algorithms. Then we introduce and analyze some existing ABE schemes with functions of hidden policy, multi-authority, and traitor tracing. We analyze the characteristic of these schemes and show their embedded methods in detail. In future works, we will add new functions in our applications demand to basic ABE.
